ContiCollege 2.0
Our Knowledge. Your Success.

Successful together.
Become a tire specialist.
The brand Continental stands for premium tires that satisfy
the most exacting requirements. Our extensive product range
delivers the perfect solution for every customer requirement.
This also means, however, that tires are more than just black
and round with a hole in the middle. They are a technically
sophisticated product and differ according to their specific
application.

Know-how becomes an important factor particularly in the
wake of growing competition and ever more complex requirements. Only by being perfectly informed and trained will you
be able to find the right answer quickly and efficiently for a
particular requirement. Convince your customers when talking
to them with your sound technical knowledge and the right
form of communication.

We can only be successful if you are as well. This is why we
focus our attention on your business and your processes. We
support you by helping you to further your success with our
knowledge. In particular, you acquire comprehensive information about tire types, their design and their specific product
features. Learn how Continental tires and their correct han-

dling can help reduce the total costs of your business. As a
premium partner, we would like to celebrate achievements and
further success together with you; ContiCollege provides the
ideal basis for just this.
ContiCollege. Our Knowledge. Your Success.

Personalised and flexible learning.
ContiCollege offers you total flexibility.
Online

Comprehensive

Interactive

Up-to-date

You can visit the ContiCollege at any time with your PC, laptop
or tablet computer. The only thing you need is internet access.
Simply look up the website www.conticollege.com and start
your training courses.

You can already find lots of training modules in the ContiCollege. Constant updates and extensions go to complete our
offering.

Just music from the outset? Not so with us. In an exciting mix
of animation, film and training contents, the training courses
are concise and entertaining. And the best thing is - you get
to determine the pace at which you learn. Need a break? Not
a problem. Resume your course at a later point from where
you last left off.

Your industry and its technology are subject to ongoing development. For this reason, in the future we will be introducing you
to other areas of application, technical basic knowledge and also
marketing techniques in entertaining training modules.

24/7
Free of charge
Our training modules are provided free for you to use. Your
commitment and effort is our reward.

You can visit the ContiCollege at any time. Use it whenever you
have time. During your breakfast or lunch break, whilst at work,
in the middle of the night or also at the weekend. It’s absolutely
up to you. The ContiCollege is waiting for you.

Measurable success
Test your knowledge at the end of each module. You will subsequently receive a certificate confirming your learning progress.

Comprehensive and exciting.

Register and get started.

What you can expect in the ContiCollege.

Register with the ContiCollege in three short steps.

The ContiCollege already comprises an extensive range of varied and entertaining training modules. Become a tire specialist.
You are a mere mouse click away. Advanced training – at any
time, independently and free of charge. Only ContiCollege offers you this.

The ContiCollege comprises training courses on the following
areas:
››

Tire Basics

››

Off the Road (OTR)

››

Pneumatic Tires

››

Tire Damages

››

Solid Tires

››

Harbor Tires

››

Multi-Purpose Tires
(MPT)
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Contact. Contact your local sales representative,
who will set up your own personal access.
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Log in. Use your personal access data you receive
from us to log into ContiCollege. www.conticollege.com
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Train. Start with the first training modules and become
a tire specialist in no time.

www.conticollege.com
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